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Staff 
Félicité Adjoua, Resident Assistant 

Morgan Aldrich, Resident Assistant 

Julie Ball, Activities Assistant 

Nancy Bonneau, Licensed Nursing Assistant 

Pam Boyd, Cook 

Chris Clark, Maintenance Director 

Sherri Deyo, Licensed Practical Nurse, Per Diem 

Cindy Downs, Licensed Nursing Assistant 

Julie Emery, Resident Assistant & Housekeeper, Per Diem 

Rose Gerry, Licensed Nursing Assistant 

Joshua Hart, Chef/Manager 

Linda Hastings, RN, Resident Care Administrator 

Abi Healey, Gardener 

Cindy Jerome, M.A., Executive Director 

Ruth Kibby, Licensed Nursing Assistant, Per Diem 

Carol Killay, Resident Assistant 

Robin Lindsell, Licensed Nursing Assistant 

Lynn Miner, Licensed Nursing Assistant  

Meghan Miner, Licensed Nursing Assistant, Per Diem 

Shirley Morrill, Housekeeper 

Kelly Morse, Resident Assistant 

Emma Owings, Site Director 

Wendy Parent, Senior Licensed Nursing Assistant  

Karen Penson, Licensed Nursing Assistant 

Kree Rinfret, Executive Assistant 

Chelsea Saber, Resident Assistant, Per Diem 

Ashley Squires, Housekeeper 

Ellenka Wasung-Lott, Activities Director 

 

 

Board of Directors 

Jill Brehm, Visiting Committee 

Cathy Coonan 

Paul Dedell 

Marion Dowling 

Vern Grubinger 

Allan Hansell, Vice President 

Lee Madden 

Kris McDermet, Secretary 

Joe Meyer 

Cathy Osman 

Andy Reichsman, Treasurer 

Linda Rice, APRN, President 

Ted Vogt 

Margaret Winn 
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Birthdays 
 

Residents celebrating 

birthdays in March include: 
 

♦ Marjorie Dedell on the 11
th

 

♦ Suzanne Woodcock on the 

13
th

 

♦ Karuna Kress on the 20
th

 

♦ Kay Bogart on the 24
th

 

 

 

 

 

Beyond the Halls of Holton Home 

On Tuesday March 8th, once again Holton Home will be venturing down to the beautiful Botanical Gardens 

at Smith College.  This is one of my favorite activities of all time and despite this relatively mild winter, I 

know it will be most welcome for our residents.  We will drive down through the usual muddy-gray brown 

of early March, hoping for blue skies and hopefully peering out the van windows for fattening tree buds, 

eager for the littlest signs of spring.   

When we walk through the doors to the greenhouse we are welcomed with a rainbow of colors, the green of 

leaves and life and the perfume of dreams fulfilled!  As one resident whispered on entering the show a few 

years ago, “heavenly” and it is indeed!  Join us!  We are met by the daughter of one of our residents, and 

she joins us for tea or coffee and a little treat afterward.  It is beyond heavenly; do come with us, and if you 

can’t go your selves, it runs from the 4th to the 20th and it will make you smile!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ellenka Wasung-Lott, Activities Director 

 

 

 

 



   

Looking for a great place for yourself or a loved one?  
Both Holton Home and Bradley House are accepting applications 

for admission.  Several rooms are available.  Fill out an application 

for one of the Home’s and we’ll share it with the other if you’d like.  

Less paperwork! 

For an application packet, call Kree or Emma at Holton Home, 802-

254-4155, or go to our web site, www.HoltonHome.org and click on 

the Contact button, then Admissions.  If you have any questions or 

concerns, please call the above phone number, or email 

info@holtonhome.org – we will be happy to assist you! 

 

Heard Around the Home:  “I feel a little guilty living here.  My husband never had it this good!” 

 

Kay’s Korner 

 

 

 

             The Little Old Lady 

             One bright day, 

             the little old lady 

             decided to wear lipstick again 

             “Why not”, she thought 

             “It probably won’t do 

                much good 

             But it certainly can’t hurt” 

             So she went to the mirror 

             struck a seductive pose, 

             And carefully applied 

               lipstick to her nose. 

                ~ Kay Bogart 

 

Words of Wisdom 

Home is where one starts from. As we grow older 

The world becomes stranger, the pattern more complicated 

Of dead and living.  Not the intense moment 

Isolated, with no before and after, 

But a lifetime burning in every moment 

And not the lifetime of one man only 

But of old stones that cannot be deciphered. 

 

There is a time for the evening under starlight, 

A time for the evening under lamplight 

(The evening with the photograph album). 

 

Love is most nearly itself 

When here and now cease to matter. 

 

Old men ought to be explorers 

Here or there does not matter 

We must be still and still moving 

Into another intensity 

For a further union, a deeper communion 

Through the dark cold and the empty desolation, 

The wave cry, the wind cry, the vast waters 

Of the petrel and the porpoise.  In the end is my beginning. 

T. S. Eliot 

 

Kay Bogart has recently come 

to Holton Home, bringing with 

her a lifelong love of poetry 

and a sharp wit.  Below is one 

of her many poems.  

Pedantic Proverbs 
Shopworn sayings are hidden in the following sentences.  See 

if you can guess the answers, and I’ll put them in the next 

issue.  I found this very challenging! 

1. The temporal intervals that are employed to record 

the succession and progression of events and provide 

us with a measurement of past, present, and future 

are known to equate and be equivalent to any form 

of negotiable commodity used in pecuniary exchange. 

2. A cooking cauldron that is carefully observed and 

contemplated is known for its contrary quality in that 

it will not ever heat up enough to churn and bubble 

its liquid contents. 

3. Precipitate and accelerated action that is undertaken 

to urgently expedite a concern or a matter at hand is 

reputed to be inefficacious and inefficient because it 

usually culminates in unproductive and unprofitable 

efforts. 

4. Not a thing prospers, profits, turns the tide, or serves 

as such a perfect good fortune, as the ability to win, 

triumph, and be victorious in the achievement of 

one’s plans and desires. 

5. More than one and less than three opposing positions 

or opinions are always involved in all forms of 

interrogative inquiry. 

6. This certain specimen of humanity possesses a value 

that equates to the sum total of the person’s 

poundage measured out in a soft, yellow, malleable 

element commonly employed as a monetary 

standard. 

7. One is admonished to be on guard and to use 

extreme caution when one is putting one’s self in the 

position to purchase some particular commodity. 

8. One should know that it is not considered wise to 

peer into the oral orifice belonging to an equine 

member that has been presented as a gift. 

 

 

 

 


